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AbstrlJCt- High-pcrfonrumce high-frequency inverter systems for voltage source applications 
such as UPS represent a demanding application that cannot be easily realized using 
conventional PWM inverter modes. New controller structures are necessary to cope with 
stringent voltage regulation and distortion constraints in the presence of nonlinear loads. This 
paper presents a simple but intelligent hysteresis controller. It utilizes an posstble inverter 
topoJogies in addition to feed-forward strategy to achieve low output ripple, minimum 
switching frequency and excellent 1ranSient perfonnance. These features were not available 
until now. The result! verifyi.ng the concept!, using pspice program for practical electronic 
control circuit and power devices, are presented Although this paper exp1a.i.ns the 
implementation of the 3-phase control and power circuit! that can adapt itself in case of 
nonlinear and unbalanced loads. 

L INTRODUCfION 

Many applications such as space/satellite stations, computer stand by power supplies and 
aircraft on .. board power distribution systems require high-quality etc power to be delivered at 
high frequency. Such systems require harmonically pure sinusoidal output wave fonns with 
very low distortion specifications. These systems h;wc to satisfy tight voltage regulation 
constraints while supplying nonlinear loads [11[2). In order to meet lwmonic specifications 
even in the presence of nonlinear electronic loads, the inverter systems have to possess 
excellent dynamic response characteristics. In addition, 3-phase irrverter systems are required to 
meet strict regulation and distortion constraints under sever load unbalance. The realization of 
such high-frequency inverter is a very demanding application, especially for systems requiring 
high .. power densities. 
The conventional approach to realize high frequency of inverter systems is through the use of 

a variable voltage inverter, where a front-end chopper is used to control the voltage. Such 
systems have slow dynamic perfonnante. The use of the conventional sinusoidal pulse width 
modulation voltage source inverters can not adapt irself in the presence of nonlinear loads. 
Regarding the inverter power circuit, for high frequency operations, the inverter design 

becomes very critical and its efficiency faIls due to the very high switching losses. 
Resonance power conversion technology offen many advantages in comparison with PWM 
one. Among them are low switching losses and low reverse recovery losses due to soft 
switching. However, most frequency--controned resonant converters suffer from a wide range 
of frequencies that is required to regulate output voJta.ge against load and line variations. As a 
remedy for these problCJDS, several phase-controlled constant operating frequency resonant 
inverters have been proposed and analyzed [3],[4]. The advantages gained by using resonant 
inwrter schemes are achieved af the expense of higher number of resonant componentJ and 
high operating frequency. 
Using suitable hysteresis modulator, self stabilized controlled inverter scheme can be obtained. 
The conventional hysteresis modulator swirches the bridge to apply either A positive voltage 
pulses if the output voltage is less than the reference voltage and vice versa. This control 
skategy produces high ripples and requires high frequency. 
In this paper. the dC'VCloped hysteresis conb'oller with the hard switching «rwrter demands 
lower frequency than the conventional control methods to have equivalent perfonnance based 
on output ripples. 
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The presented control strategy is based on optimal choice of the inverter topoJogy that suit the 
instantaneous reference and output waves. This in twn reduces the inverter reactive switching 
and subsequent reactive operations. 
The paper describes the evolution of adaptive hysteresis modulator for single phase inverter. 
Th~ feed forward effects and output rippJe an: discussed. The perfonnance evaluations are 
given under different load conditions by using pspice practical schematic circuits. For 3-phase 
operation, it is necessary to use inverter structures that dissolve the coupling between the 
phases. The different topology and control strategy are explained. 

n. CONVENTIONAL HYSTERESIS MODULATION "METHODS 

The principle diagram is shown jn Fig. 1. The input of the system is the reference wave that 
has to be copied in the load by the inverter. The hysteresis tolerance band (II) governs the 
inverter switching pattern in such a manner as to maintQin the mean value of the load voltage at 
the .required value. The instantaneous value of the GUtput voltage obbined from the fast 
response sensor is compared with the reference command. Whenever the sensed output signal 
deviates from the reference by more than a prescribed value, the inverter is operated to reduce 
the deviation. Thus the output wave is restricted to tlow within a channel of width H that 
follows the reference wave as shown in Fig. l(b). 
(a) 

+ r [Ul-~ ~ 12 
D1._~ 

E l 

1· 

(b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Hysteresis controUed inverter scheme. (b) Operation prinCiple. 
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The deviation. of output wave nom the reference wave can be contrOned by conttoWng the 
hysteresis width H of the controner. The reduction of the width H causes higher number of 
inverter switchings. Por a given value of H, the frequencies of the hannonicR remain at the 
same level irrespective of the fundamental frequency. Here the pulse patterns that suit the load 
and supply condition are generated automaticaUy to control the final output through the 
instantaneous voltage feedback loop. This type of conttol offers the great advantage of being 
simple to set up because of its seJf adapting character, where it does not require PI·rcgu1ator 
which norma.lty has infinite gain for OC only [6]. 
The system shown in Fig. 1 (a) employs a controlled output voltage. The combination of the 

LC filter with the load is considered as the plant of a closed loop feedback system with a 
sinusoidal reference. Considering the system output state variables Vout and its derivative in 
case of resistive load, the state space equation that describes the system is: 

fVO"I... 0 r Vout 

raul -11LC -lIRe 1 Va"1 IILC 

(1) 

o 
Vt + 

The constants of equation (1) depend on the load and filter parameters. The load is statistically 
variable, especiaJly in nonlinear phase controlled loads, where OC components are required. 
This is a variable structure plant. 
Considering lhe inverter, the following pairs of devices may be conducting: Tl and TI, T2 

and T4, DI and 03,02 and D4, Tl and 02, 1'2 and 01, T3 and 04, T4 and 03. Thus there 
are three possible levels for the terminal voltage +E, 0, -E. The driving sequence for the power 
devices depends on modulator strategy. Hence, the choice of.the type of modulation explicitly 
defines the controUer structtJre. 

A. Bipolru Motl1didbr (8M) 
In this mode the inverter power circuit impresses a closed current pass lhrough the source in 
either positive or negative direction. 
The hysteresis controller shown in Fig. l(a) develops the necessary driving signals to activate 

either of the two diagonal pairs T 1-T3 and TI-T 4 to apply a positive or negative voltage across 
the inverter terminals. 
The system input is the voltage which has to be copied in the loAd by the inverter. The output 

voltage is sensed using a voltage dMder with ratio Kp. The output voltage then rises or decay 
at a rate determined by source, load and filter parameters. The average output voltage is 
controDed lhrough the instantaneous voltage feedback loop. 
Let us define the states that excite the comparator beside the reference input to be the control 

signal. Normally, the control signal is composed only of the sensed output voltage signal 
Kp.VouL 
The control signal, the reference wave, and the hysteresD value H detennine the switching 
instants for the inverter in order to fonn a sinusoidal output wave. 'This structure enfo~es the 
output voltage to be in the tube bounded by the two waves: 

Vrn . H 
- sm(wt) + I and 
K, 2 

Vrn . ( H - sm wt)--
K, 2 

Where V m is the peak value of the reference wa,\·e. 
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B. UtUpDIm MDdMJDto, 
In this mode the inverter power circuit can be driven to impress a current pass either through 
the source or through a free-wheeling way. To impress a positive voltage. transistors TI and T3 
should be driven. But to build a free-wheeling way far from the source, T2 should be driven 
instead ofD. In tJ:ris case the current is ~e to pass in any direction through Tl, load and D2 
or through T2, load and D1 according to inductance rrapped energy, capacitor state and the 
load. 
The negative half cycle can be formed by driving T 4 along this time and driving T2 or T3. "t\s 

explained for the positive half cycle, driving T2 produces negative voltage at the inverter 
term.i.n.als and by driving TI, the source becomes inaGtive and the output circuit finds a 
fteewbecling path for the cuttent in any direction. 
The structure shown in Fig. 2 develops the necessary driving signals for 3-1evel (unipobr) 

mode operation. The principle is the same as for bipolar modulator (EM) with additional 
polarity comparator P-COM The added comparator monitors the pulse patterns generated by 
the hysteresis comparator where it produces signal wt indicates the positive md negative 
periods of the reference wave. For pllsitiv~ period, P-COM activates transistor 11. During this 
time the output terminal will be switched between -E and 0 according to the generated pattern 
by the hysteresis controller HCOM In a similar manner, T4 will be activated for negative 
period to produce tenninal voltage of -E or O. In this control strategy, the signal produced by 
the HCOM determines the tenninal voltage magnitude to be E or OV, while the polarity 
comparator P-COM detemrines the polarity of the tenninal voltage. 

Refetence 
po lor ity generator "-, 
deledOf' 

IrvP 
~IT 
"'" 

hysteresis 
COIItroier 

Fig. 2: Block diagram for unipolar modulator. 
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It is known that the bipolar mode requires high switching frequency that increases transistor 
losses. On other side, in cas.c of unipolar mode, the output may not follow the reference wave 
at falling side [8]. This depends mainly on the load time constant and the decay rate of the 
reference wave. This is not Mppen in case of bipolar because it can foreea the ex~s energy to 
return back into the supply. 
In view of energy transfer, The bipolar mode causes high reactive power between DC source 

and filter circuit This explains why the switching density is high. In other words, it can be said 
that Ibis mode demands more reactive switching! and reactive inverter operation time. In case 
of unipolar mode ~ also, there are reactive power that does not return to the DC supply but 
oscillate between filter elements through inverter devices. Thus, unipolar mode exhibits also 
reactive switching and reactive operation but less than in bipolar mode case. 
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Ill. FREEPOLAR MODULATOR 

A. PrUldpk Df OperaJibll 
In this mode, the dtMng strategy of the power transistors is different, where the inverter 
terminal voltage can be positive or negative or zero or floating at any time. In bipolar case, the 
controller has two freedoms only +E or -E. Also in unipolar, the controDcr restricts the 
operation freedoms to be +E or 0 in positive period and to -E or 0 in negative period. This 
means that the unipolar mode also has only two freedoms as bipolar one. 
(a) 
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Fig. 3.(a) Proposed control structure for the frecpolar hysteresis modulator 
(b) operating principle. 
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The new hysteresis modulator shown in Fig. 3(a) uses extra degree of freedoms and is free to 
use the best state irrespective of the reference half cycle. As shown in Fig. 3(b), it lets current 

freewheeling when the control signal Vcont tends to cross~up the upper boundary of the lower 
band m... After the current freewheeling, the modulator forces the power circuit to be in the 
floating state as long as the control signal lies within the tolerance band lID. In this case, if the 
output rises more, the moduJator fonns a freewheeling way for discharging the capacitor 
(voltage freewheeling). If the control signal is still. higher than the upper b3l1d m spite of the 
forgoing actions, the modulator switches the negative voltage state that forces the output to 
retwn back in the tolerance band. Thus, the freepolar modulator strategy will be defined by the 
logic block. Where it provides the tr3nsistor-control signals according to the states of the three 
hysteresis compactors: U .. HCOM, L-HCOM, P-HCOM shown in Fig. 3(a). 
To drive the inverter power circuit for freepolar PWM mode, firstly, the polarity signal 
comparator in the wtipolar controller is modified to be a hysteresis one (P-HCOM) that 

compares the reference signal Vr with the control signal Vcont as shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, the 
polarity comparator (P-HCOM) will be in active state (Tl active and T4 inactive), when the 
control signal Vconl crosses positively the upper boundary Vr+HP. It h.olds this case till the 

control signal crosses negatively the lower boundary Vr-HP and vice versa. Hence, the poles + 

and - are selected according to the deviation between VI" and Vcont instead of the reference 
signal polarity in case of unipolar mode. 
Secondly, the other transistors T2 and T3 are driven so that the extra degree of freedoms 

offered by the basic inverter topology arc utilized. The potentially valuable states can be 
selected in the best sequence using the fonowing logical statcmcnm: 

=IF:.....;::.P ..... -H;;";;;,,,,;;;C __ O;;;.;M~ __ --=U;...;:Q=div=·;.;;....=...e _______ ~(Tl active and T4 Inactlve) 

"Tl will become lICtive, when the:: control signal 

crosses positively the uppo blll'Ul of HU' 
"T2 wiD become iIIacthe, when the control signal 

crosses negatively the lowB b(Jltd of HUW 
"Tl will become active, when the control signal 

crosses negatively the lower bQlld of HL" 
"Tl will become iltllCtille, when the control signal 

crosses positivdy the "PPO band of HL" 

Output 
state 

Vt=O 

Vt=--

Vt=+E 

Vt=--

.:o:IF:;.....:;.P...: .. H~C;:::..:O;.;:;;M:.:..... __ ...:u::..::.iII::.;:;IICttV~·~e:....... _____ ~<Tl Inactive and T4 active) 

"Tl will become tldive, when the control signa.I 
crosses positively the uppo blJlld of HU" 

"T2 will become iJuIc:titIe, when the control signal 
crosses begatively the lowe:r band of 1lU" 

"Tl will become lII!tive, when the control signal 
crosses negatively the lDwo btmd of HL .. 

"T3 will bel!OlfU iltll4!liw, when the control signal 
crosses positively the upper btllUl of HL " 

VI=-E 

Vr=O 

Vt=-
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Here, the polarity signal flips when the present state is not enough to control the output wave 
to be in the prescribed band This polarity signal gives us freedom to generate + E or -E 
whenever it is neecssaty. Unlike tmipolar and bipolar, in positive period the inverter tcnnin.a.l 
voltage can be switched between the state +E and the state -- (floating) or between .-.. and 0 
(freewheeling) or between 0 and -E sequentially for any time width. For example ( in case of 
positive period) if the switching from +E to -- (floating state), and switching from - to 0 
(voltage freewheeling) not enough to control the output, the polarity signaJ will be inverted. 
FIg. 3(b) demons1rates the operation mechanism of the hysteresis modulator during positive 
period. When the controJ signaJ crosses positively the upper boundary of the desired band I-n., 
(L-HCOM become inactive), the modulator leaves only Tl ON. Hence the inductance trapped 
energy finds a :freewheeling path through Tl and D2 (current freewheeling). This prolongs 
capacitor charging. After the CUlTellt freewheeling, the output circuit becomes in floating state 
from the inverter side. During this interval, the capacitor voltage decay according to the load 
only. If the control signal, in spite of this action, still rises (or the reference wave decay rapidly) 
out side the desired tolerance band HU, the second upper comparator (U-HCOM) will 
activates T2. This action causes the capacitor to discharge through tlte freewheeling path D I 
and T2. Therefore, the output voltage decays faster than in floating state. If the output is still 
going to :fly away from the desired band, the outer comparator (polarity comparator P-HCOM) 
will :flip when the control signal crosses positively the upper boundary of HP. This :flip will 
activate T4 instead of Tl to impress a negative voltage that forces the output to return into the 
desired band. 

B. lUguJlllUJlJ IIIId Rippu Control 
The regulation quality of the output voltage is the most important specification of UPS system. 

Excellent transient performance of the self stabilized hysteresis controller is essential for tight 
regulation in the presence of switched loads. 
It can easily be seen that the UPS system is a variable structW'c plant[equ.(l)]. Clearly, the 
control input to 
output voltage transfer function [Fig. 4] depends mainly on the load. The load-dependent phase 
lag between input and output (caused by inductance trapped energy) may produce uncontrolled 
ripple especially during switched nonlinear loads. The dynamic perfonnance and the ripple 

control can be improved by modifying the control signaJ Vcont. 

Vout 

iout Load 

D(s} 

Vcont 

Fig. 4 Block diagram of the plant. 
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C. Ct)Mrt)1 sigruJl 
The insight understanding for the operation of the system helps us to find an effective way to 

make the output ripple under control irrespective of filter and lo::ad parameters. 
The equation that describes the output response can be written as: 

dV. 
dt c (2) -------

The investigation of equation (2) snows that the rate of change of the output voltage gives a 
measure of the inductance trapped energy at no load and a measure of the excess energy at 
loading case. This trapped energy prolongs the charging time that charges the capacitor over. 
For example, if the inductance cwrent is equal to the load current, the over charging will not 

occur. Clearly, the state dV autl dt is an important signal that can be used to modify the control 

signal that judges the hysteresis controller. Hence, the control signal Vcon should be composed 
of the derivative in addition to the proportional of the output voltage signal as follow. 

Vcont = Kp. Vout + Kd.dVoutidt (3) 

Where Kd is a constant that determines the weight of the derivative in the control signal. 

V,., _ 

Fig. 5. Principle operation of the modified control signal 

This signal with the reference one determines the suitable switching instant so that the output 
remains in the prescribed tolerance. Here the inverter t:ransistors are driven in such a way that 

the sum of the sensed states Kp.Vout and Kd.dVoutidt is confined between the two waves 
that are spaced by .... HU and -HI... from the reference one. This means that the output state 

Vout will be controlled so that 

+ 
Hu 

2 

Fig. 5 demonstrates the modified control signal effects on the switching instants. The switching 
will occurs when the output crosses the value: 
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H 
K.l

i - io u t 
Vr.r + 

V.vt 2 C = K, 
or 

in rising case 

H 
K.l

i - ioVI 
V,.f 

VO'UI 2 C = K, 
in decaying case. 

These switching constraints are not only function of the output value hut also of its speed of 
change. This means that: if the output changes slowly, the switching occurs nearly when tbe 

signal Kp. Vout crosses the tolerance band. But in case of rapidly change, the switching occurs 
earlier than before. Uris leads to make the excess energy part not a burden but a useful part in 
the control process. 
In view of the regulation quality, the modified control signal has load current component iout 

that can affect the modulator performance directly without delay as shown in Fig. 6. This 
improves the system dynamic performance. Also, the inductance current component i is a 
measure of how much the trapped energy is. This energy depends on the time integral of the 

difference between the DC voltage E and the output Vout. Hence, the component i helps the 
modulator to keep the output ripple under control especially in the sever cases of light load and 
low output values. 

1/sL 
V out 

Load 
L...------1 

O{s) 

Vcont 

Fig. 6 Block diagram of the plant with the modified control signal. 

D. Ellalulllioll 
The proposed control scheme shows more flexibility and uses extra degree of freedom. 

Clearly, the performances in Fig. 7 show that the prOp05ed scheme is fast enough to generate a 
sinusoidal 400 Hz voltage wave lUlder different conditions. The controUer can control the 
power circuit to impress any state of +E, -, 0, and -E in any half cycle [Fig. 7(a»). These can 
be used to control the output voltage whenever is necessary. 
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The presented modul3tor adapts itself by generating the suitable Pv.nvt pattern to judge the 
output to be within the tolerance band. In case of fast decay the controller reverses the inverter 
temtinal voltage Vt cwn in the positive period as shown in Fig. 7(a)-(d). This forces the output 
to follow the reference wave. But in case of unipolar. the controller can not reverse the inverter 
tenninal voltage in the posittvc period. Hence the output remains out of control in case of 
unipolar tiD the reference wave changes its sign. 

Vout lout 

31.1 B.oe 

1.SS ..... oe 

e e 

-H~. - ..... oe 

-Btl -e.ee 

2.~1J 1.:26 1.76M :l.26H 
i ... s.c. 

Vt 

Fig. 7(a) switched load ,L=SmH, C=SuF, ffi]=HL = 2% HP=6% 

V out lout 

iUt •• OQ 

16B ..... oe 

G Q 

-1156 - .... es 

-911 -9.00 

2!5OU 1.:2 I _1'5M 2.25H 
I .... a..:a. 

Vl 

Fig. 7(b) !iVfitched load ,L=2.SmH, C=5uF, HU=HL :: 1 % HP:::::6~1:I 
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Vout lout 

~ll $.00 

u.& 4.Qe 

EJ e 

-It!a!!I: _.00 

-all -a.Ga 

2SOU 1.25/1 1.75" :it.251'1 
I" s.c_ 

Vt 
CJ'I J.. l 

Vcont 

•• OI!I 

2._ 

Q 

-2.Ge 

-.-
4" • ...,.. 

Fig. 7(c) no load,L=2.SmH, C=SuF, HU=HL = 1~1, HP=6% 

The floating case is obtained when the OutpUl remains within the upper tolerance band HU for 
a considerable time interval as shown in Fig. 7(41). During this time the capacitor discharge rate 
is nearly similar to the decay rate of the reference wave. Also, the response in Fig. 7(b) shows 
that the high frequency ripples are controlled also dwing no load time. This explains the 
considerable effects of the modified control signal. The system response in Fig. 7(a),(b) show 

that the switched load causes small fluctuations at the output wave. But the terminal voltage V t 
response points out that the modulator reaction is nearly instantaneous. Hence, It can be 
concluded that the fluctuations do not depend on the controDer but depend on the inverter 
strength (input DC voltage) and devices switching delay. The transient petformance can be 
improved by increasing the input DC voltage. This ihows that the presented scheme can 
achieve excellent steady-st.11e and transient petfomwtce simultaneousty. For loading case in 
Fig. 7(d), the ripples in rising and dcc~ case are controlled as in case of no load. 
It is clear that the control signal has high ripples that cause switching at suitable time instants 

according to the load and the inductance CUlTCrtts. For loading case in Fig. 7(d), the control 
signal has lower ripples than in no load case [Fig. 7(c)] with similar excellent output wave 
shape. 
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RegarWng par.vneter variations (1.., C, and H), the system adapts itself as shown for L=;mH 
HU=Hl=2°A, [Fig. 7(a)] and for L=2.SmH and ffiJ=HL-l% [Fig. 7(b)]. This explains that the 
presented modulator can adapt and stabilize its output without additional PI controller as the 
other systems normally need. 
Concerning the switching frequency, !heR is no considerable change due to loading effect and 

it is in the range of 10kHz. 
Vout lout 

au "".19 

iSS 20.0 

e e 

-16& -2Ill.e 

-811 -"'G.G 

26ClU 7liGU 1.2Eirt 1.76'" 
,i ..... S..cII. 

Vt 

Vcont 

Fig. 7( d) nonnalload, L=2.5mH, C=5uF, HU==HL :: 1% HP=6% 

IV. Three Phase Inyerter 

In view of the demanding three phase applications requiRments of the inverter system., the 
inverter should have the capability to supply single-phase loads independently, balanced three
phase loads, nonlinear or switched loads, etc. To obtain these requiremmts, the inverter should 
provide uncoupled topologies for the phases. 
There arc several configurations for providing mote .freedoms than the conventional three

phase inverter circuit. 
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The inverter leg shown in Fig. 8(a) is described in details in [10],[11]. In thit configw"ation, at 
}cast two switches of the inverter leg are in the off-state. The oUlput terminal can be switched 
to one of the poles +E, -E, O. Thus the inverter can provide 27 switching states, while the 
ordinary one can only 8 states. The altem.ativc configuration shown in Fig. 8{b) provides 4-wire 
output connection including a neutral terminal so that balanced voltage can be produced to 

unbalanced load. These configurations are preferable for handling unbalanced loads. 
The hysteresis modulators, as in single-phase case, drive the four leg switches !lO that each 

phase voltage fonows its reference wave. Where each phase has, independently from the 
others, the same degree of freedoms as the single phase inverter scheme. The only difference is 
that the modulator logic block should match between the demanded states of the modulators. 
For example, in Fig. 8{b) phase 1 can get state 0 by swi1Ch:ing either Tut and Tu2 or 111 and 
112. Hence, the logic block decides the suitable choice according to the demanded states of the 
other phases. 
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4 

Fig. 8(a) Schematic diagram of 3-level inverter leg. 
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Fig. 8(b) Schematic diagram of 4-1eg three-phase inverter .. 
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V: Conclusion 

A simple intelligent modulator to reruizing a high perfomtancc: high :frequency inverter system 
has been presented The control strategy is based on the optimal choice of the inverter topology 
that suit the instantaneoU! reference and output waves. 
The control signal composed of output voltage, load current and inverter output cWTent has 

considerable effects on the performance. It reduces the inverter reactive switching and 
subsequent reactive operations. Hence, the scheme has low output ripple, minimum switching 
frequency and excellent transient perfonnance. Moreover, it is not sensitive for parameter's 
vari3tion. Presented records have showe~ for different load conditions, the superiority than the 
conventional methods. The proposed controller structure is very simple, not sensitive to the 
noise and easy to tune. 
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